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Introduction



Sun et al., 2016, GEB Xue et al., 2015, Ecoshpere

Tang et al., 2014, Scientific Reports

Data-driven or 
modeled GPP and ET

MODIS, JUNG’s Data, process models

Spatial variation of WUE



Xue et al., 2015, Ecosphere

Many factors were found 

to affect the spatial 

variation of WUE

Altitude
LAI

MAP MAT

Affecting factors



Jung et al., 2011, JGR

Uncertainties in data-

driven or process-

modelled GPP and ET

Uncertainties in WUE

Measuring GPP and ET

An alternative approach to unravel 

the spatial variation of WUE



Beer et al., 2009, GBC

Covering few Chinese sites

FLUXNET



(Yu et al. 2008,New Phytologist) (Hu et al. 2008,GCB)

(Xiao et al. 2013,AFM)

Forest Grassland

14 sites

Inhibiting full understanding on 

the spatial variability of WUE in 

China based on measurements

China



 Why WUE spatially varied?

 How WUE spatially varied?

(Yu et al. 2013, GCB)

Objectives:

Conducting eddy covariance 

measurements since 2002

Accumulating a great deal of 

CO2 and H2O flux data



How WUE spatially varied?

 Eddy covariance measurements

 Conducted for at least 1 year

 annual total GPP and ET were 

available

 GPP and ET were observed in 

the same year

Selecting criteria

Forests: 9; Grasslands: 9; Croplands:9; Wetlands: 6

Sites used in this study

(Zhu et al. 2015, GPC)



Geographical pattern

Geographical pattern of WUE in terrestrial ecosystems

 Latitude: No significant

 Longitude: Slight increasing

 Altitude: Obvious decreasing

(Zhu et al. 2015, GPC)



Climatic effects

Climatic effects on the spatial variation of WUE

 MAT: Linearly increasing

 MAP: Logarithmically increasing

 PAR: Exponentially decreasing
(Zhu et al. 2015, GPC)



Biotic effect

Biotic effect on the spatial variation of WUE

 LAI: Logarithmically increasing

 Altitude and LAI explained most spatial variation of WUE

(Zhu et al. 2015, GPC)



Why WUE spatially varied?

  
GPP GPP T

WUE
ET T ET

EvaporationTranspiration

Evaportranspiration (ET)

The relationships between GPP/T and factors would be confounded 

by the effect of VPD on T [Baldocchi et al., 1985; Beer et al., 2010]

ET=E+T



The effect of VPD on T would only also occur in the 
growing-season

IWUE=GPP×VPDgs/T

WUE=IWUE×1/VPDgs×T/ET

Analysing factors affecting the spatial variations 
of WUE components would reveal why various 
factors affected the spatial variation of WUE



ChinaFLUX observation sites

Scheme of Shuttleworth-Wallace model

Eddy covariance 
measured GPP and ET

Using S-W model 
separating ET into E and T

Materials



Factors affecting the spatial variability of IWUE

IWUE



ρc,yr dominated the 
spatial variation of 
IWUE 



Factors affecting the spatial variability of T/ET

T/ET



LAI closely related to 

the spatial variation 

of T/ET



Factors affecting the spatial variability of 1/VPDgs

MAT dominated the spatial variation of 1/VPDgs

1/VPDgs



Mechanisms
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 Altitude affected the 
spatial variation of WUE 
through the effect of ρc,yr
on IWUE;

 MAP influenced the 
spatial variation of WUE 
through the effect of LAI
on T/ET

 MAT affected the spatial 
variation of WUE through 
its effect on T/ET and 
1/VPDgs.

 WUE was the product of 
IWUE, T/ET, and 1/VPDgs.



Summary

 WUE exhibited a decreasing trend with the increasing 

altitude, but increased with MAT, MAP, and LAI.

 The spatial variation of WUE could be depicted by the 

equation of altitude and mean annual leaf area index.

 WUE was the product of IWUE, T/ET, and 1/VPDgs.

 ρc,yr dominated the spatial variation of IWUE through the 

altering altitude while LAI affected the spatial variation of 

T/ET, but MAT determined the spatial variation of 1/VPDgs
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Further implications

 CO2 not only affects the temporal variation of WUE, but 

also affects its spatial variation.

 ρc,yr may be a potential climatic factor affecting the 

spatial variation of carbon fluxes



Statistical values of WUE among ecosystem types

 Forest, Cropland, Wetland 

were comparable

 Grassland was significantly 

lower than other 

ecosystems

Statistical values

(Zhu et al. 2015, GPC)


